By **John Payne**

Straight outta Sinaloa — by way of San Jose, California — *norteño/conjunto* kings Los Tigres del Norte rock the people with their “real-life” tales about life and love in a crazy-ass world. The multi–Grammy-winning band bumped themselves and the *norteño* genre into the stratosphere with shockingly scabrous corridos about the cross-border drug trade and illegal immigration, and they have a wicked way of turning lively party sounds inside out to explore the darker joys of love gone bad, then good, then bad again. A ferociously tight musical unit whose redefining *norteño* shreds a wild mix of bolero, cumbia, rock and waltzes, Los Tigres are also a right-on bunch whose success allowed them to create the Los Tigres del Norte Foundation, which recently donated $500,000 to the UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center. Opening set by Mexico City’s finest, Café Tacvba.

**Details**

Time: June 25, 2016  
$39-$115  
[Cumbia Latin Norteno Rock](http://www.laweekly.com/event/los-tigres-del-norte-cafe-tacvba-6766995)

**Location Info:**

[The Forum](http://www.laweekly.com/event/los-tigres-del-norte-cafe-tacvba-6766995)  
3900 W. Manchester Blvd.  
Inglewood, CA  90305  
213-480-3232  
[Inglewood](http://www.laweekly.com/event/los-tigres-del-norte-cafe-tacvba-6766995)  
[http://www.thelaforum.com](http://www.thelaforum.com)